### KINDERGARTEN

School Bag (Please make sure the bag is easy to open and large enough to fit papers, art projects, snow pants, etc.)
- 1 Composition Notebook
- 5” Blunt Fiskars Scissors
- 8 Large (.77 oz.) Glue Sticks
- 1 2-Pocket Plastic Folder with prongs (blue)
- 2-10 ct. Crayola Washable Markers - Classic Color
- 10 ct. Fine Tip Crayola Washable Markers - Classic Color
- 2 Boxes of 24 Crayola Crayons
- 200 ct. Box of Kleenex Facial Tissues
- 1 Package of 4 Expo Dry Erase Markers
- 2 Large Containers of Disinfecting Wipes (70 count)
- 1 Pair of Headphones (not ear buds)
- 1 Box Yellow #2 Pencils (Ticonderoga preferred) - Sharpened

*Please send the following if your last name begins with:

**School Bag or back pack**
- 1 Pair of Headphones (not ear buds)
- 1 Pencil Sharpener (hand held)
- 24 6 Large (.77 oz.)

**1 Pencil Box (8.5 x 2.5 x 5.5)**

*Please keep in mind that most supplies will be used by all students. Labels are not necessary.*

*Please send the following if your last name begins with:

**A-G:** Water Color Paint
**H-M:** 1 Package Table Napkins (500 count)
**N-S:** 1 Box Gallon-Size Baggies
**T-Z:** 1 Box of Plastic Spoons

*Transitional Kindergarten will receive additional supply list at a later date.*

### FIRST GRADE (Please do NOT label items)

- 5” Blunt Fiskars Scissors
- 6 Expo Dry Erase Markers (Fine Tip - Black)
- 1 Pencil Box (8.5 x 2.5 x 5.5)
- 24 #2 Yellow Pencils
- 2 Erasers
- 1 Spiral Notebook - 1 Subject Wide Rule - 70 ct. (Red)
- 1 Composition Notebook – Wide Rule (Black)
- 1 Box of 24 Crayola Crayons
- 8 ct. Crayola Washable Markers (Broad Tip)
- 8 ct. Crayola Washable Markers (Fine Tip)
- 2 3-Prong Plastic Folders (Blue & Green)
- 1 Plastic 2-pocket Folder (Yellow)
- 1 Pencil Sharpener (Handheld)

**Money for math:** (in small container)
- 20 Pennies, 5 Nickels, 10 Dimes, 4 Quarters

**Money to be returned at the end of the year**
- 1 Deck of Playing Cards
- 2 Yellow Highlighters
- 1 200 ct. Box of Kleenex Facial Tissues
- 1 Large Container of Disinfecting Wipes
- 1 Pair of Headphones

*Please send the following if your last name begins with:

**A-G:** 1 Box of Freezer Gallon-Size Ziploc Bags
**H-M:** 1 Box of Freezer Quart-Size Ziploc Bags
**N-S:** 1 Box of Sandwich-Size Ziploc Bags
**T-Z:** 1 Box of Snack-Size Ziploc Bags

### SECOND GRADE

- 24 #2 Yellow Pencils
- 1 Large (.77 oz.) Glue Stick
- 1 Box of 24 Crayola Crayons
- 8 ct. Crayola Washable Markers - Classic Color
- 1 Bottle of Elmers School Glue (4 oz.)
- 5” Pointed Tip Scissors
- 2 Erasers
- 8 ct. Full Length Crayola Colored Pencils
- 1 3-Ring Vinyl Binder (1 inch with clear cover page insert)
- 1 Deck of Playing Cards
- 1 Yellow Highlighter
- 1 Package of 2 Expo Dry Erase Markers
- 1 Large Container of Disinfecting Wipes
- 1 Spiral Notebook – 1 Subject Wide Rule-70 ct. (Red)
- 1 Zipper Pencil Pouch / Pencil Box
- 6 2-Pocket Paper Folders with clasps (Red, Blue, Orange, Green)
- 1 Composition Notebook Black & Yellow

**Money for math:**
- 8 Quarters, 10 Dimes, 10 Nickels, 20 Pennies
- 25 ct. Semi-Clear Avery Sheet Protectors
- 12” Plastic Ruler (Standard/Metric)
- 1 200 ct. Box of Kleenex Facial Tissue
- 1 Pair of Headphones – not ear buds

(Bring headphones in a labeled gallon-size Ziploc bag)

School bag or back pack

### THIRD GRADE

- 24 #2 Yellow Pencils
- 1 box of 24 Crayola Crayons
- Pointed Scissors
- 3 Large (.77 oz.) Glue Sticks
- 4 Plastic Folders (Red, Blue, Yellow & Green)
- 2 Spiral Notebooks - 1 Subject Wide Rule-70 ct. (Blue & Green)
- 3 Composition Notebooks
- 1 Deck of Playing Cards (not Pinochle Cards)
- 1 Sharpie Marker - black
- 2 Expo Dry Erase Markers
- 1 Pencil Box (8.5 x 2.5 x 5.5)
- 1 200 ct. Box of Kleenex Facial Tissues
- 1 Eraser for Marker Board
- 1 Box Crayola Washable Markers Classic Color
- 1 Yellow Highlighter
- 1 Large Container of Disinfecting Wipes
- 1 Package of Colored Post-its
- 1 Box Crayola Colored Pencils
- 1 Eraser
- 1 Pencil Sharpener (hand held)
- 1 Pair of Headphones (not ear buds)

School bag or back pack

*PLEASE SEE OTHER SIDE FOR GRADES 4 - 5*
### FOURTH GRADE
- 24 #2 Yellow Pencils or Mechanical Pencils
- 1 Pair of Scissors
- 1 Large Glue Stick
- 1 Box of Crayons
- 1 Package of Colored Pencils
- 2 Ball Point Pens (not black)
- 4 2-Pocket Paper Folders without clasp
- 2-2-Pocket Paper Folders with clasp
- 5 Spiral Notebooks - 1 Subject Wide Ruled
- 1 Deck of Playing Cards
- 4 Dry Erase Markers
- 1 200 ct. Kleenex Facial Tissues
- 1 Dry Erase Eraser
- 1 Box of Washable Markers
- 1 Eraser
- 1 Package Loose Leaf Paper
- 1 Yellow Highlighter
- 1” 3-Ring Vinyl Binder
- 1 Pencil Sharpener (hand held)
- 1 Ruler with inches and centimeters
- 1 Protractor (Translucent Plastic)
- 1 Large Container of Disinfecting Wipes
- 1 Pair of Headphones (not ear buds)
- Multiplication and Division Flashcards

### FIFTH GRADE
- Texas Instruments (TI-34) Scientific Calculator
- 4 Wide-Ruled Spiral Notebooks (Spiral only – wireless pages fall out too easily) (1 Red, 1 Blue, 1 Green, 1 Yellow)
- 5 Pocket Folders (Plastic Folders last longer than paper folders) (1 Red, 1 Blue, 1 Green, 1 Yellow, 1 color of choice)
- 5 Pens (Black or Blue Ink)
- 2 Boxes of Pencils
- 1 Pair of Scissors
- 1 Expo Marker
- 1 Box of Colored Pencils
- 1 Box of Washable Markers
- 2 200 ct. Kleenex Facial Tissues
- 2 Large Containers of Disinfecting Wipes
- 2 Black Sharpies
- 1 Ruler with inches and centimeters
- 1 Package of 3x5 Index Cards
- 2 Packs of Sticky Notes
- 1 Deck of Playing Cards
- 1 Pair of Headphones
- $10.00 Cash for a Readers Notebook & Agenda

**School bag or backpack**